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FIND YOUR
PICTURE
Find your picture and send it to your e-mail
Today’s sliders are used in sharing their special moments
through social media with their family and friends. Research
shows that 80% of all data over the internet is photo / video
streaming.
iSlide has developed a system where photo’s are taken and for
people to send to their e-mail and social media. Thousends
of pictures are taken every week with the iSlide Photo Shoot
systems. This is proven technology which has developed over
the past years and is part of the iSlide succes.
If you have chosen the Action Photo option you can find your
Photo on a tablet that is placed on a large visual. You can easily
find your picture in timeframes of 30 minutes and send it to
your e-mail address. The system is safe because the pictures are
only taken if chosen and remain on a local server and can only
be send to a private e-mail adres. The time that the picture is
visual on the tablet is variable, we can set this time …
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The photo can be deleted on site.
Also multiple locations for putting the tablets is possible, see
the example ( poolarea and reception or any location you want
to ).

We will supply :
- A visual with the size of : 2000 x 1400 mm
- A server ( in IP enclosure ) for locally storing the pictures
- A acces point for wifi connection
- A tablet, waterproof inclusing cradle to put it to the wal
- The first page is a photo page on which the pictures of YOUR 		
sliders of that day are displayed.
- The pictures are shown in a time block of 30 minutes.

Effects

PHOTOSHOOT

The second page shows the chosen picture.
The slider can post this picture to social media.

TABLET IN CRADLE
SOCIAL MEDIA PACKAGE
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Cabinet sizes ( the dimensions are not final and can be adjust where necessary )
K1 = 835mm x 635mm x 300mm - 750 Watts
Server = 500mm x 400mm x 300mm - 500Watts

Cable Specifications
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